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The nonlinear dynamics of a typical dynamo mode in a reversed field pinch, under the action of the
braking torque due to eddy currents excited in a resistive vacuum vessel and the locking torque due
to a resonant error-field, is investigated. A simple set of phase evolution equations for the mode is
derived: these equations represent an important extension of the well-known equations of Zohm
et al. 关Europhys. Lett. 11, 745 共1990兲兴 which incorporate a self-consistent calculation of the radial
extent of the region of the plasma which corotates with the mode; the width of this region being
determined by plasma viscosity. Using these newly developed equations, a comprehensive theory of
the influence of a resistive vacuum vessel on error-field locking and unlocking thresholds is
developed. Under certain circumstances, a resistive vacuum vessel is found to strongly catalyze
locked mode formation. Hopefully, the results obtained in this paper will allow experimentalists to
achieve a full understanding of why the so-called ‘‘slinky mode’’ locks in some reversed field pinch
devices, but not in others. The locking of the slinky mode is currently an issue of outstanding
importance in reversed field pinch research. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
关S1070-664X共00兲01309-4兴

I. INTRODUCTION

ated between the edge of the plasma and the stabilizing shell.
The key to the success of the RFP concept lies in the
control of MHD instabilities; there is clear experimental evidence that a relatively modest reduction in ambient mode
amplitudes leads to a dramatic improvement in plasma
confinement.7 However, in order to reliably control dynamo
modes in RFPs, it is first necessary to fully understand their
dynamics.
The complex nonlinear dynamics of dynamo modes in
RFPs is a fascinating subject in its own right, as well as a
topic of great practical importance. Dynamo modes in RFPs
are generally observed to phase lock to one another, at relatively low amplitudes, so as to form a toroidally localized
structure in the perturbed magnetic field known as a ‘‘slinky
mode.’’8,9 This effect can be understood as a natural consequence of the mutual nonlinear couplings of the various
modes in the plasma.10 The slinky mode per se does not
appear to significantly degrade the global plasma
confinement.11 Instead, it gives rise to a toroidally localized
‘‘hot spot’’ on the plasma facing surface, presumably because the radial transport due to the diffusion of chaotic
magnetic field-lines peaks at the toroidal angle where the
amplitude of the slinky mode attains its maximum value. The
hot spot is not a problem as long as the slinky mode rotates
in the laboratory frame. Conversely, if, for some reason, the
slinky mode ceases to rotate then the hot spot is forced to
hover over the same point on the plasma facing surface, leading almost inevitably to overheating, the influx of impurities
into the plasma, and the premature termination of the discharge. The enhanced plasma–wall interaction associated
with a locked slinky mode is of major concern to fusion
researchers, since it is a limiting factor in virtually all current
RFP experiments.12,13 Recent experiments on RFX have
demonstrated that this problem can be alleviated, to some
extent, by forcing the locked slinky mode to rotate via the

A reversed field pinch 共or RFP兲 is a magnetic fusion
device in which a thermonuclear plasma is confined via a
combination of a toroidal magnetic field, B  , and a poloidal
magnetic field, B  , in an axisymmetric toroidal
configuration.1 The RFP concept derives its name from the
fact that the toroidal magnetic field spontaneously reverses
direction in the outer regions of the plasma. This reversal is
a consequence of relaxation to a minimum energy state
driven by intense magnetohydrodynamical 共MHD兲 mode activity during the plasma start-up phase.2 Intermittent, relatively low-level, mode activity maintains the reversal, by dynamo action, throughout the duration of the plasma
discharge.
A conventional RFP plasma is surrounded by a thick
conducting shell whose resistive penetration time is much
longer than the duration of the discharge. Such a shell is
necessary in order to stabilize external kink modes which
would otherwise rapidly destroy the plasma.3 In the presence
of the shell, the dominant MHD modes are m⫽1 tearing
modes resonant in the plasma core. These modes possess a
range of toroidal mode numbers, characterized by n
⬃2 R 0 /a. Here, m,n are poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively, whereas a and R 0 are the minor and major
radii of the plasma, respectively. The core tearing modes are
responsible for the dynamo action which maintains the field
reversal, and are, therefore, generally known as dynamo
modes.4
The majority of RFP experiments 关e.g., the Reversed
Field Experiment 共RFX兲 共Ref. 5兲, and the TPE-RX 共Ref. 6兲
experiment兴 also feature a thin resistive vacuum vessel situ*This paper was presented as an invited talk at the 41st Annual Meeting of
the American Physical Society, Division of Plasma Physics, Seattle 1999.
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imposition of a propagating ripple pattern onto the equilibrium toroidal magnetic field.14 These experiments seem to
confirm the idea that the slinky mode is only a major problem when it fails to rotate.
The physical mechanisms which are most likely to be
responsible for converting slinky modes, and their constituent dynamo modes, from rotating modes 共their natural state兲
to locked modes in RFPs are ‘‘error-fields’’ and eddy currents excited in the resistive vacuum vessel. Error-fields are
small nonaxisymmetric perturbations in the equilibrium
magnetic field generated by field–coil misalignments, current feeds, and the presence of insulating gaps in the conducting shell. The ability of those helical components of
error-fields which resonate with the plasma core to arrest
dynamo mode rotation in RFPs is well-known15–17 and well
understood.18 However, it was recently pointed out that the
eddy currents excited in the resistive vacuum vessels of
present-day RFPs by rotating dynamo modes exert slowingdown torques on these modes which are generally sufficiently strong to reduce their rotation to extremely low
levels.19 Of course, eddy current torques cannot, by themselves, completely halt the rotation of a dynamo mode, since
there is zero torque when the mode is stationary. It is concluded, therefore, that the locking of dynamo modes 共and,
hence, of slinky modes兲 in RFPs is most probably a combined effect of resonant error-fields and eddy currents excited in the resistive vacuum vessel.
The aim of this paper is to develop a theoretical framework within which the phase evolution of rotating dynamo
modes in RFPs, in the presence of resonant error-fields and a
thin resistive shell surrounding the plasma, can be analyzed.
In particular, it is hoped to develop a set of phase evolution
equations which are sufficiently simple that experimentalists
can routinely employ them whilst interpreting data or designing new RFP experiments.
The model adopted in this paper is somewhat simplistic.
Instead of considering a range of unstable m⫽1 modes, it
focuses on the dynamics of a single representative dynamo
mode in the presence of a resonant error-field and a thin
resistive vacuum vessel surrounded by a thick conducting
shell. Furthermore, the model only deals with zero-␤, large
aspect-ratio plasmas. Nevertheless, our model is probably
sufficiently realistic to allow some progress to be made in
our current understanding of locked mode formation in
RFPs.
II. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
A. The plasma equilibrium

Consider a large aspect-ratio,20 zero-␤,21 RFP plasma
equilibrium whose unperturbed magnetic flux-surfaces map
out 共almost兲 concentric circles in the poloidal plane. Such an
equilibrium is well approximated as a periodic cylinder. Suppose that the minor radius of the plasma is a. Standard cylindrical polar coordinates (r,  ,z) are adopted. The system
is assumed to be periodic in the z-direction, with periodicity
length 2  R 0 , where R 0 is the simulated major radius of the
plasma. It is convenient to define a simulated toroidal angle
 ⫽z/R 0 .

Nonlinear dynamo mode dynamics in reversed field pinches

The equilibrium magnetic field
⫽ 关 0,B  (r),B  (r) 兴 , where ⵜ∧B⫽共r 兲B.

is

written
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B

B. Outline of the problem

Suppose that the plasma 共minor radius a兲 is surrounded
by a concentric, thin, resistive shell of minor radius b. The
resistive shell is, in turn, surrounded by a concentric, perfectly conducting shell of minor radius c. It follows that a
⬍b⬍c. The conducting shell is assumed to contain thin
vacuum gaps though which a static, externally generated,
nonaxisymmetric error-field can leak. This paper investigates
the effect of such an error-field, and any helical eddy currents excited in the resistive shell, on the rotation of a typical
core tearing mode; the m,n mode, say. All other modes in
the plasma are ignored, for the sake of simplicity.
C. The perturbed magnetic field

The magnetic perturbation associated with the m,n tearing mode can be written
b共 r,t 兲 ⫽bm,n 共 r,t 兲 e i 共 m  ⫺n  兲 .

共1兲

In this paper, it is assumed that m⬎0 and n⫽0. The linearized magnetic flux function  m,n (r,t)⬅⫺irb rm,n satisfies
Newcomb’s equation,22

冋

册

共2兲

r
,
m ⫹n 2 ⑀ 2

共3兲

d m,n d  m,n
f
⫺g m,n  m,n ⫽0,
dr
dr
where
f m,n 共 r 兲 ⫽

2

1
d
r 共 n ⑀ B  ⫹mB  兲
g m,n 共 r 兲 ⫽ ⫹ 2
2 2
r 共 m ⫹n ⑀ 兲共 mB  ⫺n ⑀ B  兲 dr
⫹

2mn ⑀ 
r2
,
2
2 2 2⫺ 2
m ⫹n 2 ⑀ 2
共 m ⫹n ⑀ 兲

共4兲

and ⑀ ⫽r/R 0 . As is well-known, Eq. 共2兲 is singular at the
m/n rational surface, minor radius r s , which satisfies
F m,n (r s )⫽0, where
F m,n 共 r 兲 ⬅mB  共 r 兲 ⫺n ⑀ 共 r 兲 B  共 r 兲 .

共5兲

In the vacuum region 共⫽0兲 surrounding the plasma, the
most general solution to Newcomb’s equation takes the form

 m,n ⫽Ai m 共 n ⑀ 兲 ⫹Bk m 共 n ⑀ 兲 ,

共6兲

where A, B are arbitrary constants, and
i m 共 n ⑀ 兲 ⫽ 兩 n ⑀ 兩 I m⫹1 共 兩 n ⑀ 兩 兲 ⫹mI m 共 兩 n ⑀ 兩 兲 ,

共7兲

k m 共 n ⑀ 兲 ⫽⫺ 兩 n ⑀ 兩 K m⫹1 共 兩 n ⑀ 兩 兲 ⫹mK m 共 兩 n ⑀ 兩 兲 .

共8兲

Here, I m , K m represent standard modified Bessel functions.
D. Standard tearing eigenfunctions

Let ˆ sm,n (r,d) represent the normalized m,n tearing
eigenfunction calculated assuming the presence of a single,
perfectly conducting shell located at minor radius d. In other
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words, ˆ sm,n (r,d) is a real solution to Newcomb’s equation
共2兲 which is well behaved as r→0, and satisfies

ˆ sm,n 共 r s ,d 兲 ⫽1,

共9兲

ˆ sm,n 共 d,d 兲 ⫽0.

共10兲

ˆ sm,n (r,d)

is zero in the region
It is easily demonstrated that
m,n
ˆ
r⬎d. In general,  s (r,d) possesses gradient discontinuities at r⫽r s and r⫽d. The real quantity
E

m,n

冋

共 d 兲⫽ r

d ˆ sm,n 共 r,d 兲
dr

册

is conventionally known as the ‘‘no slip’’ condition. In this
paper, it is assumed that the plasma rotates only in the toroidal direction, for the sake of simplicity.
Standard asymptotic matching19 across the rational surface and the resistive shell yields
⌬⌿ sm,n ⫽

共11兲
r s⫺

can be identified as the standard m,n tearing stability
index,23 calculated assuming the presence of a single, perfectly conducting shell at a minor radius d.

E. Asymptotic matching

共12兲

represents the reconnected magnetic flux at the m,n rational
surface. Likewise,

冋

⌬⌿ sm,n 共 t 兲 ⬅ r

d
dr

册

共13兲

r s⫺

is a measure of the m,n helical current flowing in the vicinity
of the rational surface. Note that both ⌿ sm,n and ⌬⌿ sm,n are
complex quantities.
Suppose that, in the absence of plasma and the perfectly
conducting shell, the externally generated, static error-field is
characterized by a magnetic flux function  ext(r,  ,  ). The
perfectly conducting shell 共minor radius c兲 is assumed to
possess narrow gaps which allow the error-field to penetrate
into the plasma. The m,n component of the error-field filtering through these gaps is characterized by
⌿ m,n
c ⫽

冕冕

d d
ext共 c,  ,  兲 e ⫺i 共 m  ⫺n  兲
,
2 2
gaps

共14兲

where the integral is taken over the angular extent of the
is also a complex quantity.
gaps.10 Note that ⌿ m,n
c
Let
⌿ sm,n 共 t 兲 ⫽⌿̂s e i  s 共 t 兲 ,

共15兲

ic
,
⌿ m,n
c ⫽⌿̂c e

共16兲

where ⌿̂s and ⌿̂c are both real. Now,  c is a constant for a
static error-field. However,
ds
⫽n⍀ s 共 t 兲 ,
dt

冎

m,n m,n
⫹E sc
⌿c ,

 m,n ⫽n⍀ s  b

共18兲

共17兲

where ⍀ s is the plasma toroidal angular velocity at the m,n
rational surface. This result follows since, according to standard MHD theory,24 the m,n tearing mode is convected by
the plasma at its own rational surface. The above constraint

关 E m,n 共 c 兲 ⫺E m,n 共 b 兲兴
m,n m,n
E sb
E bs

.

共19兲

Here,  b is the time constant of the resistive shell, whose
response is analyzed using the well-known ‘‘thin shell’’
approximation.19 Furthermore,
m,n
E bs
⫽

ˆ sm,n 共 a,b 兲共 m 2 ⫹n 2 ⑀ 2b 兲
,
k m 共 n ⑀ b 兲 i m 共 n ⑀ a 兲 ⫺k m 共 n ⑀ a 兲 i m 共 n ⑀ b 兲

共20兲

m,n
⫽
E sb

ˆ sm,n 共 a,b 兲共 m 2 ⫹n 2 ⑀ s2 兲
,
k m 共 n ⑀ b 兲 i m 共 n ⑀ a 兲 ⫺k m 共 n ⑀ a 兲 i m 共 n ⑀ b 兲

共21兲

m,n
⫽
E sc

ˆ sm,n 共 a,c 兲共 m 2 ⫹n 2 ⑀ s2 兲
,
k m 共 n ⑀ c 兲 i m 共 n ⑀ a 兲 ⫺k m 共 n ⑀ a 兲 i m 共 n ⑀ c 兲

共22兲

The quantity

m,n r s⫹

E

关 E m,n 共 c 兲 ⫺E m,n 共 b 兲兴
⌿ sm,n
共 b 兲⫹
1⫹i m,n

where

r s⫹

⌿ sm,n 共 t 兲 ⬅  m,n 共 r s ,t 兲

再

m,n

where ⑀ s ⫽r s /R 0 , ⑀ a ⫽a/R 0 , ⑀ b ⫽b/R 0 , and ⑀ c ⫽c/R 0 .
Note that, under normal circumstances, E m,n (c)⫺E m,n (b),
m,n
m,n
m,n
, E sb
, and E sc
are all positive quantities.
E bs

F. Electromagnetic torques

The toroidal electromagnetic torque acting in the vicinity
of the m,n rational surface is given by18

␦ T m,n
EM⫽

n
2  2R 0
Im兵 ⌬⌿ sm,n 共 ⌿ sm,n 兲 * 其 .
2
 0 m ⫹n 2 ⑀ s2

共23兲

It follows from Eq. 共18兲 that

␦ T m,n
EM⫽⫺
⫻

n
2  2R 0
 0 m 2 ⫹n 2 ⑀ s2

再

 m,n 关 E m,n 共 c 兲 ⫺E m,n 共 b 兲兴 ⌿̂s2
1⫹ 共  m,n 兲 2

冎

m,n
⫹E sc
sin共  s ⫺  c 兲 ⌿̂s ⌿̂c .

共24兲

Here, the first term on the right-hand side represents the
braking torque due to eddy currents excited in the resistive
shell, whereas the second term represents the locking torque
due to the error-field. Incidentally, the electromagnetic
torque exerted on the plasma by resistive shell eddy currents
and the error-field is localized in the vicinity of the rational
surface because of a standard result in MHD theory: namely,
that net electromagnetic torques can only develop in those
regions of a plasma in which 共inertia-free兲 ideal-MHD breaks
down 共e.g., close to a rational surface兲.24
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G. Plasma rotation

Let ⍀(r) represent the toroidal angular velocity profile
of the plasma. Likewise, ⍀ (0) (r) represents the unperturbed
velocity profile 共i.e., the profile in the absence of resistive
shell eddy currents and the resonant error-field兲. Finally, let
⍀ 共 r,t 兲 ⫽⍀ 共 0 兲 共 r 兲 ⫹⌬⍀ 共 r,t 兲 ,

共25兲

where ⌬⍀ represents the modification to the plasma velocity
profile induced by the eddy currents and the error-field.
The perturbed angular equation of motion of the plasma
can be written

冉

冊

␦ T m,n
 ⌬⍀ 
 ⌬⍀
EM
r
⫽
␦ 共 r⫺r s 兲 ,
⫺
r
t
r
r
4  2 R 30

共26兲

where  (r) is the plasma mass density profile, and  (r) is
the plasma 共anomalous兲 perpendicular viscosity profile.
Here, the radial extent of the nonideal region, centered on the
rational surface, in which the electromagnetic torque develops is assumed to be negligible, for the sake of simplicity.
The boundary conditions which must be satisfied by the
perturbed velocity profile are

 ⌬⍀ 共 0,t 兲
⫽0,
r

共27兲

⌬⍀ 共 a,t 兲 ⫽0.

共28兲

The second boundary condition implies that the edge plasma
velocity is essentially unaffected by the electromagnetic
torque which develops in the vicinity of the rational surface.
The assumptions underlying the analysis in this section are
described in more detail in Ref. 24.
The no slip condition 共17兲 can be rewritten
1 ds
⫽⍀ s 共 t 兲 ⫽⍀ 共s0 兲 ⫹⌬⍀ 共 r s ,t 兲 ,
n dt
where

共29兲

⍀ s(0) ⫽⍀ (0) (r s ).

H. Normalization

Equations 共24兲, 共26兲, 共27兲, 共28兲, and 共29兲 form a complete set which describe the phase evolution of a typical dynamo mode in a RFP under the influence of a resonant errorfield and eddy currents excited in the resistive shell. It is now
convenient to rewrite this set of equations in normalized
form.
Let ⌿̃s ⫽⌿̂s /(r s2 F s⬘ ), ⌿̃c ⫽⌿̂c /(r s2 F s⬘ ), r̂⫽r/r s , â
⫽a/r s , ˆ ⫽  /  (r s ), ˆ ⫽  /  (r s ), t̂⫽n⍀ s(0) t, ⍀̂⫽⍀/⍀ s(0) ,
⍀̂s ⫽⍀ s /⍀ s(0) , ⌬⍀̂⫽⌬⍀/⍀ s(0) , where F s⬘ ⫽(dF m,n /dr) r s .
The typical hydromagnetic and viscous diffusion time scales
can be written

 H⫽
 V⫽

冑 0  共 r s 兲
F s⬘
r s2  共 r s 兲

共 rs兲

respectively.
Let

,

,

共30兲
共31兲

⌿̃s
,
⌳0

a s⫽
a c⫽
v s⫽
v l⫽

共32兲

冑v l

m,n
E sc

4关E

m,n

共 c 兲 ⫺E

m,n

共 b 兲兴 v s

⌿̃c
,
⌳0

共33兲

,

共34兲

m,n m,n
E sb
E bs

n⍀ 共s0 兲  b 关 E m,n 共 c 兲 ⫺E m,n 共 b 兲兴
1
4n⍀ 共s0 兲  V 共 兰 â1 dr̂/r̂ ˆ 兲 2

⌳ 0⫽

冋
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共35兲

,

共 n⍀ 共s0 兲  H 兲 2  b 1 m 2 ⫹n 2 ⑀ s2
1
m,n m,n
2 2
V
2 n ⑀s
E sb E bs

冒冕 册
ˆa dr̂

ˆ
1 r̂ 

1/2

.
共36兲

Here, a s is the normalized dynamo mode amplitude, a c is the
normalized amplitude of the error-field, v s is the critical normalized mode rotation velocity above which the resistive
shell starts to act like a perfect conductor, v l is the critical
normalized mode rotation velocity above which the oscillating component of the plasma velocity profile, driven by the
error-field, becomes localized around the rational surface,
and ⌳ 0 is a convenient scale amplitude. Under normal circumstances, the parameters a s and a c are O(1), whereas v s ,
v l , and ⌳ 0 are expected to be much less than unity.
The normalized phase evolution equations take the form

冉

冊

r̂ ˆ  ⌬⍀̂ 
 ⌬⍀̂
T̂
⫺
r̂ ˆ
⫽⫺ ␦ 共 r̂⫺1 兲 ,
2
4J v l  t̂
 r̂
 r̂
J
T̂⫽

a s2
4

⍀̂s
⫹
2
v s ⫹⍀̂s2

a sa c

冑v l

sin共  s ⫺  c 兲 ,

共37兲
共38兲

 ⌬⍀̂共 0,t̂ 兲
⫽0,
 r̂

共39兲

⌬⍀̂共 â,t̂ 兲 ⫽0,

共40兲

ds
⬅⍀̂s ⫽1⫹⌬⍀̂共 1,t̂ 兲 ,
dt̂

共41兲

where J⫽ 兰 â1 dr̂/r̂ ˆ . Equation 共37兲 is the normalized equation of motion of the perturbed plasma rotation profile driven
by the electromagnetic torque exerted at the rational surface.
Equation 共38兲 specifies the nature of this torque; it is the sum
of contributions from eddy currents excited in the resistive
shell and the resonant error-field, respectively. Equations
共39兲 and 共40兲 represent the boundary conditions which must
be satisfied by the solution of Eq. 共37兲. Finally, Eq. 共41兲 is
the no slip constraint, which relates the phase evolution of
the dynamo mode to the plasma rotation velocity at its rational surface.
I. Discussion

This is an appropriate point at which to highlight the
major assumptions made during the derivation of Eqs. 共37兲–
共41兲, and also to discuss the relationship between this paper
and previously published theoretical research on mode locking effects in magnetic fusion experiments.
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The key assumptions made during the derivation of Eqs.
共37兲–共41兲 are as follows:
共1兲 The m,n dynamo mode is assumed to be convected by
the plasma at its own rational surface. Furthermore, the
electromagnetic torques exerted on the plasma by eddy
currents excited in the resistive shell and the resonant
error-field are assumed to be localized in the vicinity of
the rational surface. Both of these results follow immediately from standard MHD theory, provided that the
response of the plasma can be modeled according to linearized, inertia-free, ideal-MHD everywhere apart from
a narrow region centered on the rational surface. For the
typical mode amplitudes 共between dynamo events兲,
plasma densities and temperatures, and plasma rotation
velocities observed in present-day RFPs, this approach is
perfectly reasonable.
共2兲 The plasma in the vicinity of the m,n rational surface,
which co-rotates with the mode, is assumed to be
strongly coupled to the rest of the plasma via 共anomalous兲 perpendicular viscosity. This assumption is certainly justified, given the typical momentum confinement
time-scales observed in present-day RFPs.25 The opposite approach, in which the plasma in the vicinity of the
rational surface is assumed to be free to slip with respect
to the bulk plasma,26,27 would appear to be somewhat
unphysical. The only possible exception to this rule occurs when the torque acting on the mode varies very
rapidly in time 共e.g., when the mode amplitude grows
explosively28兲.
共3兲 It is assumed that the edge plasma rotation profile is
determined by the balance of torques which are far larger
in magnitude than those which typically develop in the
plasma due to error-field or resistive shell eddy current
effects. It follows that the edge plasma rotation is unlikely to be substantially affected by either error-field or
eddy current torques; i.e., the plasma rotation profile acts
like it is ‘‘clamped’’ at the edge. This assumption is
justified theoretically in Ref. 24. It also seems to be in
accordance with experimental observations 关see, for instance, Fig. 4 in Ref. 29 and Fig. 4共a兲 in Ref. 30兴. The
opposite approach, in which the rotation profile is assumed to be subject to ‘‘free slip’’ boundary conditions
at the plasma edge,31 is difficult to justify on physical
grounds.
共4兲 The amplitude evolution of the m,n mode is assumed to
take place on a much slower time-scale than its phase
evolution, and is, therefore, neglected in this paper. In
other words, the amplitude evolution of dynamo modes
is assumed not to play a direct role in their locking or
unlocking to resonant error-fields or the resistive shell.
This assumption is reasonable, given the typical mode
rotation velocities and resistive growth-rates 共between
dynamo events兲 observed in present-day RFPs. In Ref.
24 it was found that the periodic modulation in the width
of a magnetic island chain, as it rotates past a static
error-field in a tokamak, can give rise to a significant,
nonoscillating locking torque acting on that chain. It is
easily demonstrated that this effect is negligible in
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present-day RFPs 共because of the far larger saturated
tearing mode amplitudes prevalent in RFPs compared to
tokamaks兲.
共5兲 Any poloidal rotation of the plasma is neglected. This
assumption is made mostly for convenience 共it may actually be justified if RFP plasmas are subject to strong
poloidal flow damping32兲, and could fairly easily be relaxed.
Many previously published papers have studied the dynamics of tearing modes in magnetic fusion experiments under the influence of resonant error-fields and/or eddy currents
excited in the vacuum vessel. The interested reader is referred to Refs. 33–44, in addition to those papers which have
already been mentioned. The present study differs from previous studies in three respects. First, the analysis is carried
out using RFP, rather than tokamak, orderings. Note that the
tokamak ordering is simply a subset of the RFP ordering,
obtained by taking the limit m 2 Ⰷn 2 ⑀ 2 . Hence, in this respect, the present study is more general than most previous
studies. Secondly, this paper does not assume the existence
of a fixed-width region of the plasma, centered on the rational surface, i.e., a magnetic island, which corotates with the
mode. Instead, a far more physical model is adopted in
which the width of the plasma region which corotates with
the mode is determined by plasma viscosity, and, therefore,
varies as the mode angular acceleration varies. Finally, this
paper deals with error-field and vacuum vessel eddy current
effects simultaneously, and presents, for the first time, a comprehensive theory of the influence of a resistive vacuum vessel on the error-field locking and unlocking thresholds.

III. DERIVATION OF PHASE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
A. Introduction

The standard approach to tearing mode dynamics in
magnetic fusion experiments, as exemplified by the classic
paper of Zohm et al.,40 leads to the following set of phase
evolution equations:
d
⫽v,
dt̂

共42兲

a s2
dv
a sa c
v
⫹
sin  ⫽0.
⫹ 共 v ⫺1 兲 ⫹
Î 
4 v s2 ⫹ v 2 冑v l
dt̂

共43兲

Here,  ⬅  s ⫺  c is the helical phase of the tearing mode
measured with respect to that of the error-field, v ⬅⍀̂s is the
normalized toroidal angular velocity of the mode, and Î 
⫽I  n⍀ s(0)  V / 关 4  2 r s2 R 30  (r s ) 兴 is the normalized toroidal
moment of inertia of the fixed region of the plasma which is
assumed to corotate with the mode 共I  is the actual moment
of inertia of this region兲. The first term in Eq. 共43兲 represents
the inertia of the corotating region, the second term is the
restoring torque due to viscous coupling with the remainder
of the plasma, the third term represents the braking torque
due to eddy currents excited in the resistive shell, and the
fourth term is the locking torque due to the resonant errorfield. Although the above set of equations does not, in gen-
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eral, possess an analytic solution, its numerical solution is
very straightforward. Hence, this set of equations 共or some
closely related variant兲 is used extensively by experimentalists to interpret mode locking data obtained from magnetic
fusion experiments.45–47
Instead of assuming the existence of a fixed-width region
of the plasma which corotates with the mode, Eqs. 共37兲–共41兲
take into account the fact that the width of the corotating
region is actually determined by the viscous coupling of the
plasma in the immediate vicinity of the rational surface to
the bulk plasma, and is, therefore, variable. Unfortunately,
Eqs. 共37兲–共41兲 are far more complicated than Eqs. 共42兲–
共43兲, since the former set of equations contains a partial
differential equation, whereas the latter set merely consists
of two coupled, first-order, ordinary differential equations.
Certainly, in their present form, the improved phase evolution equations, Eqs. 共37兲–共41兲, are too complicated for convenient use by experimentalists. The aim of the remainder of
this section is to reduce this set of equations to a more manageable form via the judicious use of approximations.

B. Derivation

According to Eq. 共38兲, the electromagnetic torque acting
in the vicinity of the rational surface consists of two parts:
the steady torque due to eddy currents excited in the resistive
shell, and the oscillating torque due to the resonant errorfield. It is, therefore, natural to suppose that the 共normalized兲
perturbed rotation profile of the plasma, ⌬⍀̂(r̂,t̂), consists of
a steady component, V 0 (r̂), driven by the eddy current
torque, and an oscillating component, V 1 (r̂,t̂), driven by the
error-field torque. In other words,
⌬⍀̂共 r̂,t̂ 兲 ⫽V 0 共 r̂ 兲 ⫹V 1 共 r̂,t̂ 兲 .

共44兲

Suppose that the steady component of ⌬⍀̂(r̂,t̂) is simply
taken to be the perturbed rotation profile calculated in the
absence of the error-field. It follows that19,24
V 0 共 r̂ 兲 ⫽ 共 v 0 ⫺1 兲

再冕
1

⫻

ˆa

ˆr

dr̂/r̂ ˆ

冒冕

for r̂⭐1
ˆa

1

dr̂/r̂ ˆ

for 1⬍r̂⭐â

,

共45兲

1⫺ v 0 ⫽

Here,  is a positive constant chosen so as to optimize the
convergence of the solution of the above equation towards a
final fixed-point 关which is equivalent to the physical root of
Eq. 共46兲兴.
Equations 共44兲, 共45兲, and 共46兲 can be combined with the
original phase evolution equations 共37兲–共41兲 to give a new
set of phase evolution equations,

冉

冊

r̂ ˆ  V 1 
V1
T̂ 1
r̂ ˆ
⫽⫺ ␦ 共 r̂⫺1 兲 ,
⫺
4J 2 v l  t̂
 r̂
 r̂
J
T̂ 1 ⫽

a s2
4

再

v
v s2 ⫹ v 2

⫺

v0
v s2 ⫹ v 20

冎

⫹

a sa c

冑v l

sin  ,

a s2

v0
.
4 v s2 ⫹ v 20

共46兲

Here, v 0 is the steady 共normalized兲 angular velocity of the
mode in the presence of the resistive shell, but the absence of
the error-field. It is generally convenient to search for the
physical roots of the above expression by converting it into a
dynamical equation,
a s2 v 0
dv0
d 2v 0
⫹
⫺
.
⫽1⫺
v0
4 v s2 ⫹ v 20
dt̂ 2
dt̂

共47兲

共48兲

共49兲

 V 1 共 0,t̂ 兲
⫽0,
 r̂

共50兲

V 1 共 â,t̂ 兲 ⫽0,

共51兲

v ⫺ v 0 ⫽V 1 共 1,t̂ 兲 .

共52兲

Here, v ⬅d  /dt̂ is the 共normalized兲 angular velocity of the
mode in the presence of both the resistive shell and the errorfield.
According to Eq. 共49兲, the electromagnetic torque driving the oscillating component of the perturbed plasma rotation profile consists of two parts; the time-varying component of the eddy current braking torque induced by errorfield driven oscillations of the mode angular velocity v about
its steady value v 0 , and the oscillating torque due to the
error-field. The latter torque modulates like sin , where  is
the helical phase of the mode measured with respect to that
of the error-field. It is the fundamental assumption of this
derivation that the former torque also modulates like sin .
This assumption can be justified a posteriori; it is found to
hold exactly for locked modes, to be a fairly good approximation for most rotating modes, and to only seriously break
down in a narrow region of parameter space close to the
error-field locking threshold. Hence, this assumption—which
greatly simplifies the analysis—can be used, with a fair degree of confidence, to map out the nature of the various time
asymptotic solutions of the above set of phase evolution
equations in parameter space.
The fundamental assumption is equivalent to the adoption of the following trial solution to Eqs. 共48兲–共52兲:
V 1 共 r̂,t̂ 兲 ⫽⫺iV̄ 1 共 r̂ 兲 exp共 i  兲 .

where

3615

共53兲

Obviously, the actual solution is the real part of the above
expression. Equations 共48兲, 共50兲, 共51兲, and 共53兲 possess
simple analytic solutions in two limits. The first limit corresponds to v Ⰶ v l , in which case

再冕
1

V̄ 1 共 r̂ 兲 ⯝V s

ˆa

ˆr

dr̂/r̂ ˆ

冒冕

for r̂⭐1
ˆa

1

dr̂/r̂ ˆ

for 1⬍r̂⭐â

.

共54兲

The second limit corresponds to v Ⰷ v l , in which case
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再

exp关 ⫹ 冑i v / v l 共 r̂⫺1 兲 / 共 2J 兲兴
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for r̂⭐1
.
for 1⬍r̂⭐â
共55兲

⯝⫺

The above expressions indicate that when the mode rotation
velocity v lies well below the critical value v l then the oscillating component of the perturbed angular velocity profile,
driven by the error-field, extends over the whole plasma. On
the other hand, when the rotation velocity greatly exceeds v l
then the oscillating component of the perturbed velocity profile becomes localized in the vicinity of the rational surface.
In this paper, it is assumed that if a magnetic island structure
exists at the rational surface then its radial width is always
much less than the radial width of the oscillating velocity
profile. Hence, it is always viscosity which determines the
extent of the region of the plasma which corotates with the
mode, rather than the magnetic island width. For the typical
island widths, mode rotation velocities, and momentum confinement time scales encountered in present-day magnetic
fusion experiments, this assumption is perfectly reasonable.
Now, according to Eqs. 共54兲 and 共55兲,

⫺

V̄ 1 共 r̂ 兲 ⯝V s

exp关 ⫺ 冑i v / v l 共 r̂⫺1 兲 / 共 2J 兲兴

冋

T̄ 1 ⫽J r̂ ˆ

dV̄ 1
dr̂

册

1⫹

⫽⫺V s
1⫺

再

冑i v / v l

for v Ⰷ v l

1

for v Ⰶ v l

.

共56兲

It is a reasonably good approximation to write
T̄ 1 ⫽⫺V s R,

共57兲

where
R⯝ 冑1⫹i v / v l .

冑2 兩 v 兩

v ⫺ v 0 ⫽V 1 共 1,t̂ 兲 ⫽ 兩 V s 兩 sin共  ⫹  s 兲 ,

共59兲

T̂ 1 共 t̂ 兲 ⫽⫺ 兩 V s 兩兩 R 兩 sin共  ⫹  s ⫹  R 兲 .

共60兲

Now, it follows from the fundamental assumption 共53兲 that
dV 1 共 1,t̂ 兲
⫽i v V 1 共 1,t̂ 兲 ,
dt̂

共61兲

which yields
d v dV 1 共 1,t̂ 兲
⫽
⫽ v 兩 V s 兩 cos共  ⫹  s 兲 .
dt̂
dt̂

共62兲

It is clear that the fundamental assumption boils down to the
assertion that the time variation of the mode angular velocity
v is dominated by the modulation of the helical phase ,
rather than any variation in the amplitude 兩 V s 兩 or the phase
angle  s .
Equations 共59兲, 共60兲, and 共62兲 yield
T̂ 1 共 t̂ 兲 ⫽⫺ 兩 V s 兩兩 R 兩 cos共  ⫹  s 兲 sin  R ⫺ 兩 V s 兩兩 R 兩 sin共 
⫹  s 兲 cos  R ,
1 dv
⫺ 兩 R 兩 cos  R 共 v ⫺ v 0 兲 ,
v dt̂

dt̂

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫹1 其 1/2

冑2

共 v⫺v0兲,

共63兲

where use has been made of Eq. 共58兲. Finally, the above
equation can be combined with Eqs. 共46兲 and 共49兲 to give

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫺1 其 1/2 d v

冑2 兩 v 兩

⫹

⫹

dt̂

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫹1 其 1/2

冑2

a s2
4

v

⫹
v s2 ⫹ v 2

a sa c

冑v l

共 v ⫺ v 0 兲 ⫹ 共 v 0 ⫺1 兲

sin  ⫽0.

共64兲

C. Discussion

According to the previous analysis, the improved phase
evolution equations 共37兲–共41兲 can be reduced to the following set of four, coupled, first-order, ordinary differential
equations:
d
⫽v,
dt̂

共65兲

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫺1 其 1/2 d v

冑2 兩 v 兩

共58兲

In the Appendix, the above approximation is discussed and
justified.
Let V s ⫽ 兩 V s 兩 exp(is) and R⫽ 兩 R 兩 exp(iR). According to
Eqs. 共52兲–共57兲,

⫽⫺ 兩 R 兩 sin  R

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫺1 其 1/2 d v

⫹

⫹

dt̂

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫹1 其 1/2

冑2

共 v ⫺ v 0 兲 ⫹ 共 v 0 ⫺1 兲

a s2

a sa c
v
⫹
sin  ⫽0,
4 v s2 ⫹ v 2 冑v l

共66兲

dv0
⫽a 0 ,
dt̂

共67兲

a s2 v 0
da 0
⫽0.
⫹a 0 ⫹ 共 v 0 ⫺1 兲 ⫹
4 v s2 ⫹ v 20
dt̂

共68兲

The physical dynamical variables are —the helical phase of
the mode measured with respect to that of the error-field—
and v —the normalized angular velocity of the mode. Recall
that Eqs. 共67兲 and 共68兲 are merely a numerical device for
finding the appropriate roots of Eq. 共46兲, and have no direct
physical interpretation. However, the dynamical variable v 0
is interpreted as the steady component of v obtained by balancing plasma viscosity against the eddy current braking
torque, whilst neglecting the oscillating error-field torque.
The parameter a s 关defined in Eq. 共32兲兴 is the normalized
mode amplitude, a c 关defined in Eq. 共33兲兴 is the normalized
amplitude of the error-field, v s 关defined in Eq. 共34兲兴 is the
critical value of v above which the resistive shell starts to act
like a perfect conductor, and v l 关defined in Eq. 共35兲兴 is the
critical value of v above which the oscillating component of
the perturbed plasma rotation profile, driven by the errorfield, becomes localized in the vicinity of the rational sur-
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face. In addition,  is an optional, O(1), positive parameter,
with no direct physical significance, which is used to facilitate the numerical solution of the above equations.
Virtually all of the physics content of the above set of
phase evolution equations resides in Eq. 共66兲, which is interpreted as the angular equation of motion of the mode. The
first term represents the inertia of the region of the plasma
which corotates with the mode, the second term is the restoring torque due to viscous coupling between the plasma in the
immediate vicinity of the rational surface and the oscillating
component of the perturbed plasma rotation profile, the third
term represents the restoring torque due to viscous coupling
between the plasma in the immediate vicinity of the rational
surface and the steady component of the perturbed plasma
rotation profile, the fourth term is the braking torque due to
eddy currents excited in the resistive shell, and the fifth term
represents the locking torque due to the error-field.
In the limit v l Ⰷ1, Eqs. 共65兲 and 共66兲 reduce to
d
⫽v,
dt̂

共69兲

a s2
1 dv
a sa c
v
sin  ⫽0.
⫹ 共 v ⫺1 兲 ⫹
2
2⫹
2 v l dt̂
4 vs ⫹v
冑v l

共70兲

Note that since the variable v 0 does not appear in these equations, they form a complete set, and Eqs. 共67兲 and 共68兲 are
redundant. Of course, the above pair of phase evolution
equations has the same form as the Zohm equations, 共42兲 and
共43兲. However, for the typical momentum confinement time
scales and mode rotation velocities observed in present-day
RFPs, the parameter v l is usually much less than unity. 关The
approximate formula for this parameter is v l ⬃ ⬜ /⍀ s(0) a 2 ,
where ⬜ is the anomolous momentum diffusivity, ⍀ s(0) is
the typical dynamo mode rotation frequency, and a is the
plasma minor radius. The anomolous momentum diffusion in
the core of present-day RFPs is predominately due to magnetic fluctuations: the typical diffusivity is ⬜ ⬃50 m/s2 . 25
Likewise, the typical mode rotation frequency is ⍀ s(0) ⬃5
⫻103 rad/s, and the typical minor radius is a⬃0.5 m. 16
Hence, v l ⬃0.04 in present-day RFPs. This estimate is sufficiently small compared to unity that we can be certain that
all present-day RFPs lie in the parameter regime v l Ⰶ1, as
assumed in this paper. Another important assumption, made
in this paper, is that the radial width of the oscillating component of the perturbed velocity profile is much wider that
the radial magnetic island width, W, at the rational surface.
This assumption is valid provided W/r s ⬍ 冑v l ⬃0.2, which is
reasonably well satisfied in present-day RFPs.兴 In this parameter regime, the Zohm equations are replaced by Eqs.
共65兲–共68兲. Fortunately, the numerical solution of this new set
of phase evolution equations is almost as straightforward as
that of the Zohm equations. Equations 共65兲–共68兲 are more
complicated than the Zohm equations because they contain
additional physics; namely, a self-consistent calculation of
the radial extent of the region of the plasma which corotates
with the mode; the width of this region being determined by
plasma viscosity.

3617

IV. ANALYSIS OF PHASE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
A. Resistive shell braking and release
thresholds

Suppose that the amplitude of the resonant error-field
approaches zero 共i.e., a c →0兲. In this limit, the phase evolution equations 共65兲–共68兲 simplify greatly to give v ⫽ v 0 ,
d v /dt̂⫽a 0 ⫽0, and
1⫺ v ⫽

a s2
4

v

.
v s2 ⫹ v 2

共71兲

Note that in the absence of the error-field the mode rotates
with a steady velocity. The solution of the above equation in
the physically relevant regime v s Ⰶ1 is fairly straightforward. There are two branches of solutions. First, there is a
rapidly rotating branch,
v ⯝ 12 ⫹ 21 冑1⫺a s2 ,

共72兲

on which the mode rotation velocity is sufficiently high that
the resistive shell acts like a perfect conductor. Secondly,
there is a slowly rotating branch,
v⯝

a s2
8

兵 1⫺ 冑1⫺ 共 冑8 v s /a s 兲 4 其 ,

共73兲

on which the mode rotation velocity is sufficiently low that
the mode eigenfunction can penetrate through the resistive
shell. Moreover, there is a forbidden band of 共normalized兲
mode rotation velocities,
v s ⬍ v ⬍1/2,

共74兲

separating these two branches. When the normalized mode
amplitude a s exceeds the resistive shell braking threshold,
共 a s 兲 b ⫽1,

共75兲

then the rapidly rotating branch of solutions ceases to exist,
and the mode makes a transition from the rapidly to the
slowly rotating branch 共assuming that it starts off on the
former branch兲. When the normalized mode amplitude falls
below the resistive shell release threshold,
共 a s 兲 r ⫽ 冑8 v s ,

共76兲

then the slowly rotating branch of solutions ceases to exist,
and the mode makes a transition from the slowly to the rapidly rotating branch 共assuming that it starts off on the former
branch兲. There is considerable hysteresis in the resistive shell
braking/release cycle, since the release threshold is generally
significantly smaller than the braking threshold. Note that the
inevitable penetration of the mode eigenfunction through the
resistive shell on the slowly rotating branch of solutions has
a destabilizing effect on the mode, leading to a somewhat
larger saturated amplitude 共i.e., larger a s 兲 on the slowly rotating branch, and, hence, to some deepening of this hysteresis.
Figure 1 shows an example hysteresis diagram for the
resistive shell braking/release cycle, calculated for v s
⫽0.05.
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FIG. 1. The hysteresis diagram for the resistive shell braking/release cycle,
calculated for v s ⫽0.05. The normalized mode rotation velocity v is plotted
as a function of the normalized mode amplitude a s .

FIG. 2. The rotating branch of solutions, calculated for a c ⫽1 and v l
⫽0.05. The maximum and minimum values of the normalized mode rotation velocity v are plotted as functions of the normalized mode amplitude
as .

Note that the above theoretical results were first derived
in Ref. 24, and were later confirmed experimentally in
Ref. 45.

increases. When the product of the normalized mode amplitude a s and the normalized error-field amplitude a c exceeds
the error-field locking threshold,
共 a s a c 兲 l ⯝0.51,

B. Error-field locking and unlocking thresholds

Suppose that the parameter v s goes to infinity. In this
limit, the resistive shell acts like a perfect conductor, and
there is zero eddy current braking torque. Furthermore, the
phase evolution equations 共65兲–共68兲 simplify greatly to give
v 0 ⫽1, a 0 ⫽0, and
d
⫽v,
dt̂

共77兲

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫺1 其 1/2 d v

冑2 兩 v 兩

⫹

dt̂

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫹1 其 1/2

冑2

共 v ⫺1 兲 ⫹

a sa c

冑v l

sin  ⫽0.
共78兲

共80兲

then the rotating branch of solutions ceases to exist, and the
mode makes a transition from the rotating to the locked
branch 共assuming that it starts off on the former branch兲.
Note that the error-field locking threshold 共which is determined numerically兲 is a very weak function of v l . Note,
further, that the disappearance of the rotating branch of solutions corresponds to the point at which the minimum velocity of the mode is reduced to zero by the error-field.
Figure 3 illustrates the nature of the locked branch of
solutions. It can be seen that as the normalized mode amplitude a s decreases the locking angle  increases. According
to Eq. 共79兲, when the product of the normalized mode amplitude a s and the normalized error-field amplitude a c falls
below the error-field unlocking threshold,
共 a s a c 兲 u ⫽ 冑v l ,

共81兲

The numerical solution of the above pair of equations in the
physically relevant regime v l Ⰶ1 is fairly straightforward.
There are two branches of solutions. First, there is a rotating
branch on which the mode angular velocity v is modulated
periodically, as the mode rotates, by the oscillating errorfield torque. Secondly, there is a locked branch on which the
mode is held stationary 共i.e., v ⫽0兲 via the balance of the
error-field and viscous restoring torques. For the locked
branch, the above phase evolution equations simplify further
to give
a sa c

冑v l

sin  ⫽1.

共79兲

Figure 2 illustrates the nature of the rotating branch of
solutions. It can be seen that as the normalized mode amplitude a s increases the amplitude of the error-field driven oscillations in the normalized mode rotation velocity v also

FIG. 3. The locked branch of solutions, calculated for a c ⫽1 and v l
⫽0.05. The locking angle  is plotted as a function of the normalized mode
amplitude a s .
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FIG. 4. A schematic diagram showing the various threshold curves associated with the phase evolution of a dynamo mode in a RFP in the presence of
both a resistive shell and a resonant error-field. The curves are plotted in
normalized mode amplitude a s vs normalized error-field amplitude a c space.
Curve 1 is the resistive shell release threshold; curve 2 is the resistive shell
braking threshold; curve 3 is the combined error-field locking and unlocking
threshold; curve 4 is the error-field unlocking threshold; curve 5 is the
error-field locking threshold; and curve 6 is the error-field locking threshold
in the absence of the resistive shell. The extents of the strong 共S兲, intermediate 共I兲, and weak 共W兲 error-field regimes are also indicated.

then the locked branch of solutions ceases to exist, and the
mode makes a transition from the locked to the rotating
branch 共assuming that it starts off on the former branch兲.
Note that the disappearance of the locked branch of solutions
corresponds to the point at which the locking angle 
reaches /2.
There is considerable hysteresis in the error-field
locking/unlocking cycle, since the unlocking threshold is
generally significantly smaller than the locking threshold.
The origin of this hysteresis is the strong variation in the
radial width of the plasma region which corotates with the
mode as the normalized mode velocity v changes. Of course,
the more efficient interaction between the mode and the
error-field on the locked branch of solutions has a destabilizing effect on the mode, leading to a somewhat larger saturated amplitude 共i.e., larger a s 兲 on the locked branch, and,
hence, to some deepening of this hysteresis.
C. Resistive shell modified error-field locking and
unlocking thresholds

The simultaneous presence of a resistive shell and a
static error-field necessitates the use of the full set of phase
evolution equations 共65兲–共68兲. Fortunately, the numerical
solution of these equations is a relatively straightforward
task. A comprehensive parameter scan, in the physically relevant regime v l , v s Ⰶ1, leads to the diagram shown in Fig.
4. This diagram indicates the approximate locations of all the
various threshold curves in normalized mode amplitude a s vs
normalized error-field amplitude a c space. Note that the locations of these curves are determined numerically. The
curve labeled 1 represents the resistive shell release threshold: the approximate formula for this curve is a s ⫽ 冑8 v s for
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a c ⭐ 冑v l /8v s . The curve labeled 2 represents the resistive
shell braking threshold: the approximate formula for this
curve is a s ⫽1 for a c ⭐ 冑v l . The curve labeled 3 represents
the combined error-field locking and unlocking threshold;
the approximate formula for this curve is a s a c ⫽ 冑v l for a s
⭓1. The curve labeled 4 represents the error-field unlocking
threshold: the approximate formula for this curve is a s a c
⫽ 冑v l for a s ⬍1. The curve labeled 5 represents the errorfield locking threshold; the approximate formula for this
curve is a s a c ⫽ 关 冑v l a s2 ⫹0.51(1⫺a s2 ) 兴 for a s ⬍1. Finally, the
curve labeled 6 represents the error-field locking threshold in
the absence of the resistive shell; the approximate formula
for this curve is a s a c ⫽0.51.
Note that the location of the error-field unlocking threshold curve 共curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 4兲 is unaffected by the
presence of the resistive shell. This is as expected, since a
resistive shell exerts zero torque on a locked mode, and,
therefore, cannot affect its unlocking threshold. On the other
hand, the location of the error-field locking threshold curve
in the presence of the resistive shell 共curves 3 and 5 in Fig. 4兲
is different from that in the absence of the shell 共curve 6 in
Fig. 4兲. In fact, it can be seen that the critical value of the
product a s a c above which a transition to a locked mode is
triggered is always reduced in the presence of the resistive
shell. In other words, the resistive shell acts as a catalyst for
the formation of an error-field locked mode. Incidentally, the
use of the term ‘‘catalyst’’ here is appropriate, since the resistive shell plays no role in the dynamics of the mode once
it has locked to the error-field.
Figure 4 suggests the existence of three broad regimes of
behavior, depending on the value of the normalized errorfield amplitude a c . The weak error-field regime corresponds
to
a c ⬍ 冑v l .

共82兲

The intermediate error-field regime corresponds to

冑v l ⭐a c ⭐ 冑v l /8v s .

共83兲

Finally, the strong error-field regime corresponds to
a c ⬎ 冑v l /8v s .

共84兲

These three regimes are described in the following.

D. The weak error-field regime

Figure 5 illustrates the typical behavior encountered in
the weak error-field regime. As the normalized mode amplitude a s is gradually increased from a small value, the timeasymptotic solution starts off on the rapidly rotating branch
of solutions, and then makes a transition to the slowly rotating branch when the resistive shell braking threshold 共curve
2 in Fig. 4兲 is reached. The solution makes a second transition to the locked branch when the error-field locking threshold 共curve 3 in Fig. 4兲 is reached. As a s is gradually decreased from a large value, the solution starts off on the
locked branch of solutions, and then makes a transition to the
slowly rotating branch when the error-field unlocking threshold 共curve 3 in Fig. 4兲 is reached. The solution makes a
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FIG. 5. The weak error-field regime.
The maximum and minimum values of
the normalized rotation velocity v are
plotted as functions of the normalized
mode amplitude a s for a c ⫽0.12, v s
⫽0.1, and v l ⫽0.05. The cases where
the normalized mode amplitude a s is
increasing and decreasing are shown
separately.

second transition to the rapidly rotating branch when the
resistive shell release threshold 共curve 1 in Fig. 4兲 is reached.
Note that in the weak error-field regime there is hysteresis in the resistive shell braking/release cycle but there is no
hysteresis in the error-field locking/unlocking cycle.
In order to help explain the somewhat surprising absence
of hysteresis in the error-field locking/unlocking cycle, Fig. 6
shows a typical slowly rotating solution which lies close to
the error-field locking threshold in parameter space. It can be
seen that the mode rotates intermittently. In other words, the
mode remains locked for a certain period of time, then suddenly executes a single rotation, remains locked for the same
period of time, then suddenly executes another rotation, and
so on. As the error-field locking threshold is approached in
parameter space, the time interval between these intermittent
rotation events increases rapidly, and effectively becomes
infinite as the threshold is attained. Hence, there is a completely reversible 共i.e., hysteresis free兲 transition between a
slowly rotating mode and a locked mode as the error-field
locking/unlocking threshold is crossed. This reversible transition should be contrasted with the irreversible transition
illustrated in Fig. 8 below. The latter transition is typical of
the behavior of the error-field locking/unlocking cycle in the
absence of a resistive shell.
It is important to note that the resistive shell is unable to
remove those components of the hysteresis in the error-field
locking/unlocking cycle which are associated with the destabilization of the mode when its eigenfunction is able to pen-

etrate through the shell, or with the destabilization of the
mode due to the more efficient interaction with the error-field
when it is non-rotating.
It is clear that in the weak error-field regime the catalysis
of locked mode formation by the resistive shell operates so
effectively that a locked mode forms as soon as a locked
mode solution becomes a possibility 共i.e., as soon as the
error-field unlocking threshold is exceeded兲.

E. The intermediate error-field regime

Figure 7 illustrates the typical behavior encountered in
the intermediate error-field regime. As the normalized mode
amplitude a s is gradually increased from a small value, the
time-asymptotic solution starts off on the rapidly rotating
branch of solutions, and then makes a direct transition to the
locked branch when the error-field locking threshold 共curve
5 in Fig. 4兲 is reached. As a s is gradually decreased from a
large value, the solution starts off on the locked branch of
solutions, and then makes a transition to the slowly rotating
branch when the error-field unlocking threshold 共curve 4 in
Fig. 4兲 is reached. The solution makes a second transition to
the rapidly rotating branch when the resistive shell release
threshold 共curve 1 in Fig. 4兲 is reached.
Note that in the intermediate error-field regime the
slowly rotating branch of solutions is only accessible when
the normalized mode amplitude a s is decreasing. Note, also,

FIG. 6. A slowly rotating solution
which lies close to the error-field locking threshold. The angular position 
and the normalized rotation velocity v
of the mode are plotted as functions of
t/  , where  is the unperturbed mode
rotation period, for a s ⫽1.75, a c
⫽0.12, v s ⫽0.1, and v l ⫽0.05.
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FIG. 7. The intermediate error-field
regime. The maximum and minimum
values of the normalized rotation velocity v are plotted as functions of the
normalized mode amplitude a s for a c
⫽0.23, v s ⫽0.1, and v l ⫽0.05. The
cases where the normalized mode amplitude a s is increasing and decreasing
are shown separately.

that there is now a small amount of hysteresis in the errorfield locking/unlocking cycle.

F. The strong error-field regime

Figure 8 illustrates the typical behavior encountered in
the strong error-field regime. As the normalized mode amplitude a s is gradually increased from a small value, the
time-asymptotic solution starts off on the rapidly rotating
branch of solutions, and then makes a direct transition to the
locked branch when the error-field locking threshold 共curve
5 in Fig. 4兲 is reached. As a s is gradually decreased from a
large value, the solution starts off on the locked branch of
solutions, and then makes a direct transition to the rapidly
rotating branch when the error-field unlocking threshold
共curve 4 in Fig. 4兲 is reached.
Note that in the strong error-field regime the slowly rotating branch of solutions no longer exists. Note, also, that
there is strong hysteresis in the error-field locking/unlocking
cycle in this regime. In fact, as the normalized error-field
amplitude a c increases beyond the critical value 冑v l /8v s , the
resistive shell has progressively less effect on the location of
the error-field locking threshold, which quickly reverts to
that calculated in the absence of a shell.

V. APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTS

Consider the typical RFX plasma equilibrium investigated in Ref. 19. The parameters for this equilibrium are I 
⫽600 kA, ⑀ a ⫽0.23, F⬅B  (a)/ 具 B  典 ⫽⫺0.2, and ⌰
⬅B  (a)/ 具 B  典 ⫽1.56. The characteristic dynamo mode for
this equilibrium is the m⫽1, n⫽9 mode. Making the same
assumptions as those made in Sec. V B of Ref. 19, except
that the plasma viscosity profile is now assumed to be radially uniform 共for the sake of simplicity兲, the following estimated values for the parameters controlling the phase evolution of the 1,9 mode in RFX are obtained:
v s ⯝0.12,

共85兲

v l ⯝0.013,

共86兲

a s ⯝3.7,

共87兲

a c ⯝380

冉 冊
b r1,9
兩B兩

.

共88兲

c

Here, it is assumed that the nominal island width of the 1,9
mode is 20% of the plasma minor radius. Furthermore,
(b r1,9/ 兩 B 兩 ) c represents the ratio of the radial component of the

FIG. 8. The strong error-field regime.
The maximum and minimum values of
the normalized rotation velocity v are
plotted as functions of the normalized
mode amplitude a s for a c ⫽0.5, v s
⫽0.1, and v l ⫽0.05. The cases where
the normalized mode amplitude a s is
increasing and decreasing are shown
separately.
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FIG. 9. The functions f R and g R , defined in Eq. 共A3兲, plotted against the
normalized mode phase velocity v / v l .
The solid lines show the exact forms
for these functions, derived from Eq.
共A2兲. The dotted lines show the approximate forms for the functions, derived from the approximation 共A6兲.
The calculations are performed for â
⫽1/0.7.

1,9 harmonic of the error-field to the magnitude of the equilibrium magnetic field, evaluated at the radius of the conducting shell.
According to the analysis of Sec. IV, the locking and
unlocking of the 1, 9 dynamo mode in RFX occurs in the
weak error-field regime. Hence, the combined locking/
unlocking threshold corresponds to the curve a s a c ⫽ 冑v l in
parameter space. In the absence of the resistive shell, the
unlocking threshold still corresponds to a s a c ⫽ 冑v l , but the
locking threshold becomes a s a c ⫽0.51. Hence, the critical
error-field amplitude required to lock a typical dynamo mode
in RFX is estimated to be

冉 冊
b r1,9
兩B兩

⬃8⫻10⫺5 .

共89兲

c

In the absence of the resistive vacuum vessel, the critical
amplitude becomes

冉 冊
b r1,9
兩B兩

⬃4⫻10⫺4 .

共90兲

c

In other words, the resistive vacuum vessel in RFX reduces
the critical error-field amplitude required to generate a
locked mode by a factor of 5. This result suggests that the
primary cause of the locked mode problems observed in
RFX 共and other large RFPs possessing thin resistive vacuum
vessels, e.g., TPE-RX兲 is the high resistance vacuum vessel,
which renders otherwise innocuous error-fields problematic.
VI. SUMMARY

This paper investigates the nonlinear dynamics of a typical dynamo mode in a RFP plasma in the presence of a
resistive vacuum vessel and a resonant error-field. The
achievements of this paper are as follows:
共1兲 The derivation of a fundamental set of phase evolution
equations 共37兲–共41兲 共see Sec. II兲. These equations describe the phase evolution of a typical dynamo mode in a
RFP under the influence of the braking torque due to
eddy currents excited in a resistive vacuum vessel and
the locking torque due to a resonant error-field. They are
derived using the five physics-based assumptions listed
and justified in Sec. II I. Unfortunately, Eqs. 共37兲–共41兲

are too complicated for convenient use by experimentalists whilst interpreting data or designing new RFP experiments.
共2兲 The reduction of the fundamental phase evolution equations to a more manageable set of four, coupled, firstorder, ordinary differential equations 共65兲–共68兲 共see Sec.
III兲. These equations represent an important extension of
the well-known Zohm equations,40 共42兲–共43兲, which
have been used extensively by experimentalists to interpret mode locking data obtained from magnetic fusion
devices. The nature of the extension is the incorporation
of a self-consistent calculation of the radial extent of the
plasma region which corotates with the mode; the width
of this region being determined by plasma viscosity.
共3兲 The numerical solution of Eqs. 共65兲–共68兲, so as to obtain
a comprehensive theory of the influence of a resistive
vacuum vessel on error-field locking and unlocking
thresholds 共see Sec. IV兲. This theory is encapsulated in
Fig. 4, which shows the locations of all the various
threshold curves for resistive shell braking, error-field
locking, etc., in mode amplitude versus error-field amplitude space. Not surprisingly, a resistive vacuum vessel
is found to have no effect on error-field unlocking
thresholds. On the other hand, such a vessel is found to
facilitate error-field locking; i.e., it reduces the error-field
locking threshold. Under certain circumstances 共i.e., in
the weak error-field regime indicated in Fig. 4兲, this effect is so strong that a locked mode forms as soon as a
locked solution becomes a possibility, i.e., as soon as the
error-field unlocking threshold is exceeded. Note that, in
the absence of a resistive vacuum vessel, the error-field
unlocking threshold usually needs to be exceeded by a
substantial factor before a locked mode forms.
共4兲 The application of the results obtained in Sec. IV to the
problem of the locking of typical dynamo modes in RFX
共see Sec. V兲. The thin resistive vacuum vessel in RFX is
found to reduce the critical error-field amplitude required
to generate a locked mode by a factor of 5. This result
suggests that the high electrical resistance of the vacuum
vessel is the primary cause of the locked mode problems
in RFX, rather than the presence of excessively large
error-fields.
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In conclusion, this paper has developed a basic theoretical framework within which the phase evolution of rotating
dynamo modes in RFPs can be analyzed. Hopefully, the
physical insights and model equations obtained in this process will allow experimentalists to achieve a full understanding of why the so-called ‘‘slinky mode’’ locks in some reversed field pinch devices, but not in others. As explained in
the Introduction, the locking of the slinky mode is currently
an issue of outstanding importance in reversed field pinch
research.

V̄ 1 共 r̂ 兲 ⯝V s

冦

I 0 共 冑ir̂ 兲

⫺
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where
Im共 R 兲
,
共v/vl兲

共A4兲

g R ⫽Re共 R 兲 .

共A5兲

The approximate expression
R⯝ 冑1⫹i v / v l ,

共A6兲

employed in Sec. III B, leads to the following approximate
forms for the functions f R and g R :

兵 关 1⫹ 共 v / v l 兲 2 兴 1/2⫺1 其 1/2

approx⫽

gR

approx⫽

APPENDIX: AN EXACT FORM FOR THE PHASE
EVOLUTION EQUATION

In the limit of a uniform density profile 共i.e., ˆ ⫽1兲 and
a uniform viscosity profile 共i.e., ˆ ⫽1兲, Eqs. 共48兲, 共50兲, 共51兲,
and 共53兲 can be solved exactly to give

,

共A1兲

for 1⬍r̂⭐â

excellent. This justifies the use of the approximate formula
共A6兲 共which is far simpler than the exact formula兲 throughout the bulk of this paper.
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